
 

 

FOR A JUST WORLD 
Country Newsletter: Sierra Leone 

Sierra Leone for Lent 2018 
Recently, Sierra Leone was selected as Trócaire’s featured 

country for the 2018 Lent campaign. This is very exciting 

news, since it means that the work of Trócaire Sierra Leone, 

our partners and programme participants will be shared with 

the public of Ireland and beyond.  

The last time Sierra Leone was selected to be featured in 

Trócaire’s Lent campaign was in 2002 at the end of the 11-

year civil war. Now, a very different Sierra Leone has 

emerged from its troubled past, though it is a country that 

continues to struggle with poverty, food insecurity, gender 

inequality, violence against women and girls, widespread 

illiteracy and slow economic and emotional recovery in the 

aftermath of the Ebola crisis.  

Trócaire’s iconic Lent Box is one of the best-known 

campaigns in Ireland. Lent is a time of sacrifice as well as 

extreme generosity on the part of the Irish public, including 

adults, school children and supporters of all backgrounds. 

We are hopeful that this generosity will help influence our 

work in Sierra Leone in the years to come. 

The Lent campaign typically features the story of one person 

or family. Trócaire’s staff and partners are currently reaching 

out to various programme participants, and we have come 

across numerous inspirational stories of change. Some are 

teen mothers who are earning a living through small 

business supports, others are women who have overcome 

the horrors of domestic violence and some are children who 

lost family members and friends during Ebola.  

Each story is unique and selecting which one to share will be 

difficult, though we hope to bring to light the voice of at least 

one girl and one woman whose lives have been positively 

influenced thanks to the contributions of the people of 

Ireland. Once the story is selected, you can expect to see it 

featured on next year’s Trócaire box. This will help put a face 

to those who are striving to overcome the immense 

obstacles they encounter in our unequal world. 
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Kadiatu Bangura, a teen mother, receives business support in Masserie Thenkel, Kambia. 
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Rugiatu was 9 when her mother, Nana, contracted Ebola. At the 

time she didn’t know what was happening or why her mother had 

fallen ill. She knew that Ebola was spreading rapidly throughout 

Sierra Leone, but she didn’t want to believe that it had come to 

her community of Mademu, let alone her own family. 

Since Rugiatu’s father had passed away before Ebola, Nana’s 

death left Rugiatu and her six siblings without a guardian. That 

was when her uncle Alafia Kargbo (50), Nana’s brother, and his 

wife Dora (37) stepped up to care for the seven orphans.  

When asked why he and Dora took responsibility of the children, 

in addition to their five biological children, Alafia replied: “It wasn’t 

a choice. They were my sister’s children. They are my family too.” 

But the costs associated with caring for seven additional children 

were overwhelming for a poor family living in a remote community 

in Kambia District. 

“We didn’t have enough money to cover their expenses,” Alafia 

said. “We struggled to feed them all.” 

When asked what the hardest part about the Ebola period was, 

aside from the loss of her mother, Rugiatu said: “We didn’t have 

enough food. We might have rice or gari once a day. Or 

mangoes. Sometimes we ate nothing.” 

The food insecurity struggles faced by Rugiatu and her siblings 

during Ebola are still a reality for millions of Sierra Leonean youth, 

as 1 out of every 2 people in the country of 6.5 million is classified 

as food insecure. 

Trócaire began responding the needs of Mademu, including Alafia 

and Dora’s family, when the community was placed in quarantine 

for 21 days in 2015. Trócaire, through its local implementing 

partner KADDRO, provided food and non-food items to the home 

during the quarantine period and also ensured that labour was 

available to support the family farm while Alafia and Dora were 

unable to leave their home. This ensured that they wouldn’t lose 

their agricultural production, which would have resulted in an 

extended hunger gap for them and their family. 

Ever since Ebola, Trócaire has continued to support this family 

through a livelihoods and women’s empowerment intervention. 

This has included helping Alafia, Dora and other community 

members to practice more sustainable farming techniques while 

diversifying the types of foods they produce to give the adults and 

children a fuller, healthier and more balanced diet. The family has 

received tools and seeds for a variety of crops, such as rice, 

groundnut, okra, corn, potatoes and other vegetables. The family 

has also received training in nutrition, so they understand the 

importance of consuming the different crops they produce. 

Trócaire has supported Dora to form part of a women’s farming 

group that collectively produces a variety of agricultural products. 

She also engages in women’s empowerment and leadership 

training, as well as a Village Savings and Loans Association that 

has taught her the importance of saving and provides her with a 

source of funds whenever she needs to borrow money to meet 

urgent family needs. Both she and her husband engage in the 

sale of agricultural products as well as other goods to increase 

their income. When asked about what their current needs are, 

both said money and business support, as they still have many 

underage children to feed and send to school.  

“It isn’t easy,” said Alafia, whose arms were still covered in earth 

from his day’s farm work. “We are always working.” 

Without Trócaire’s support, Alafia and Dora said they would be 

facing serious difficulties, and they would still likely not have the 

agricultural resources or money to properly feed a family of twelve 

children. They reported proudly that they are able to pay for 

school fees and send all of the children to school, including the 

girls. Dora said that she doesn’t want to see Rugiatu drop out of 

school, like so many other girls in Sierra Leone who are forced 

into marriage in their teenage years or become pregnant. As 

young mothers with expenses to cover and enormous 

responsibilities in terms of farming, business and domestic work, 

most of these girls simply don’t have the time or money to 

complete their education. 

Rugiatu hopes to pursue a different path. She wants to stay in 

school, and when she grows up she wants to become a teacher.  

“I want to help other people learn,” she said. 

From Ebola Response to Women’s Empowerment 

Rugiatu Sesay (left) and her sister Nana in Mademu, Kambia.  



 

 

Clean Drinking Water for Communi-
ties in Need 
Access to safe drinking water is a challenge for many of our target communi-

ties, with people often having no choice but to fetch and drink water from 

contaminated water resources that pose a serious risk to their health and 

lives. 

Through the support of the Overseas Aid & Development Commission of 

States of Guernsey, Trócaire conducted a consultation process with the 

implementing partner MOVE-SL, government stakeholders and communities 

to identify the communities in need of clean water access. Initially over twenty 

communities were identified, but with the conduction of the standard WASH 

regulated assessment approach nine communities were finally selected (six in 

Bombali district and three in Port Loko district).  

Currently, all nine water wells have been excavated, internally lined with top 

aprons and installed with pumps. Their water-quality has also been tested 

with positive effect. To promote the wells’ sustainability, nine Community 

Water Management Communities have been formed that promote women’s 

equal participation and leadership in order to monitor the use and care of the 

wells. Further, two pump caretakers (one woman and one man) per communi-

ty have been trained to ensure the localisation of well maintenance. Further, 

the communities being supported form part of Trócaire’s integrated program-

ming, meaning they will continue to receive support from Trócaire beyond the 

construction of the wells.  

Sina Bangura from Malilyahun community expressed her immense gratitude 

for the water project: “My child and I are glad to have this well. We used to 

drink water from the swamp. Our people would get illnesses and suffer. One 

child in our community even got sick and died. We are so happy to drink clean 

water and to be able to cover it properly.”  

DAP Support to 
Women’s Empow-

erment 

The Australian High Commission 
in Ghana has been supporting 
Trócaire’s work in Sierra Leone 
since 2015. Currently, it is funding 
a project called “Integrating solar 
innovations and gender transform-
ative change for women's sustain-
able livelihoods in Sierra Leone.” 
 
The project aims to improve the 
livelihoods of 300 farmers (210 
women, 90 men) in 15 communi-
ties in Northern Sierra Leone.  
 
The project is supporting poor rural 
farmers to increase and diversify 
their food production and consume 
a more nutritious diet. It also helps 
farmers add value to their agricul-
tural production through the use of 
locally made solar dryers that allow 
for the extended preservation of 
fruits and vegetables. This results 
in more food for the community 
and reduced post-harvest losses.  
 
Lastly, the project seeks to pro-
mote equitable gender relations at 
community level through the Living 
Peace Methodology. This involves 
engaging men directly with women 
through a 12-week best practice 
methodology to promote positive 
behavioural change. Men learn to 
assess and critically analyse mas-
culinity and violence, and together 
with their wives they are adopting 
new approaches, behaviours and 
attitudes to promote healthier gen-
der relations. 
 
The integrated project is being im-
plemented by partners MOVE-SL 
and Access to Justice Law Centre 
(AJLC). To date, the women have 
reported satisfaction with the new 
solar drying technologies, as well 
as a reduction in the violence they 
formerly experienced at the hands 
of their husbands. The project 
serves as an example of how inte-
grated programming can help re-
spond to multiple needs felt by 
women and their communities. 

Well construction in Majabama community, Bombali District. 



With the support of MISEREOR 

and Irish Aid, Trócaire is currently 

running two 3-year and 5-year 

programmes (respectively) that 

integrate the interventions of 16 

different local civil society 

organisations. Together our 

partners are collaborating to 

promote the economic, social and 

political empowerment of women 

in girls in Bombali, Kambia, Port 

Loko and Western Area Rural 

districts. 

The MISEREOR funding is focused on 115 communities across the northern 

province to strengthen women’s sustainable livelihoods through improved food 

security, value addition, income generation and savings. Additionally, the 

programme supports the creation of enabling spaces for women while 

engaging men to promote gender-equitable attitudes and behaviours. While 

the programme is focused mainly on household and community level, it also 

has an advocacy component that promotes women’s equitable access to and 

control of land. 

Funding from Irish Aid provides added layers of support to these and an 

additional 58 communities. The funds prioritise women’s leadership at all 

levels, with a focus on enabling more women to participate effectively in the 

electoral cycle, including registration, voting and candidacy for those women 

running for office. While supporting women through the electoral process, our 

partners will also be monitoring electoral violations (particularly those against 

women) and provide appropriate responses to these as they emerge. 

Gender-based violence prevention and response is a critical component of the 

Irish Aid programme and supports partners with expertise in litigation, 

mediation, conflict resolution, behavioural change, awareness raising and 

economic support to survivors of SGBV. 

The need for this work is immense. Recent baselines carried out by Trócaire 

to assess the situations of the target communities prior to the interventions 

found that the average livelihoods coping strategy index score of targeted 

households was above the level of stress, indicating a reduced ability to deal 

with future shocks; 76% of women said it is not possible for women to own 

land in their communities; only 9% of targeted women said they were able to 

cover all medical costs; and 70% of women felt that there are instances when 

it is permissible for a man to commit acts of violence against a woman. 

Trócaire continues to monitor the effectiveness of our partners’ implementa-

tion while supporting them with capacity assessments and trainings to 

strengthen locally-driven development interventions.  

Voluntary Guidelines on 
Governance of Land 
Tenure 

Land provides the basis for the liveli-

hoods of Sierra Leoneans, and pres-

sure on land and other natural re-

sources compromises their livelihoods. 

Women in particular face insecure 

tenure rights and insufficient access to 

natural resources such as land, thus 

contributing the cycles of poverty and 

hunger. 

In May Trócaire and its partners partic-

ipated in a multi-stakeholder training 

process carried out by FAO on the 

Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsi-

ble Governance of Tenure of Land, 

Fisheries and Forests in the Context of 

National Food Security (VGGT). The 

VGGT set out principles and interna-

tionally accepted standards for respon-

sible governance of tenure and pro-

vide a framework that stakeholders 

can use when developing their own 

strategies, policies, legislation and 

programmes. 

As a part of this process, Trócaire and 

its partners have developed a VGGT 

action plan that includes training local 

civil society organisations on land 

tenure, the VGGT and gender equality 

in land governance. 

In light of the new National Land Policy 

of the Government of Sierra Leone, 

Trócaire and its partners hope to raise 

awareness among Sierra Leoneans 

about the policy, particularly women’s 

equitable access to and control of 

land. Trócaire remains committed to 

supporting processes that will help 

transform the policy into tangible laws 

that will challenge traditional, patriar-

chal beliefs and practices that have 

denied women’s full access to, control 

and use of a resource that is absolute-

ly vital to their lives and livelihoods.  

Integrated Programming Underway 



 

 

Many organisations fail to take into consideration the dynamics of 

polygamy, which results in interventions that are unable to 

respond adequately to the needs of polygamous families, 

particularly the women. As a result, in 2016 Trócaire initiated a 

research project on polygamy in order to better understand the 

practice and experience of polygamy in our target communities. A 

comprehensive research report was developed in June 2017, the 

findings of which are summarised below. 

In Trócaire’s operational districts, approximately 50% of women 

form part of polygamous unions. Marriage is widely considered to 

be an important aspect of adulthood in Sierra Leone, endowing 

specific social status to women, as well as access to land and 

property. Polygamy is recognised as a form of marriage in 

customary law and all registered customary marriage is legally 

recognised under statute law, granting polygamous spouses the 

same rights as those in monogamous marriages. In the majority 

of cases, co-wives live in the same dwelling. 

The research found that two fundamental norms underpin the 

conjugal contract: 

 A husband has the responsibility to provide for the 

economic needs of the polygamous node. 

 A wife in turn must obey her husband and support him in 

these economic endeavours. 

These responsibilities influence the distribution of power between 

a husband and wife/wives within the home. They place women in 

a subordinate position in which they are dependent on men to 

provide their needs, which in turn places them in an unequal 

bargaining position regarding the exchange of goods, incomes 

and services, including labour, within the household. 

The research identified a number of reasons cited by male 

participants for marrying a second or subsequent wife: 

 To provide labour for the node. 

 A response to a situation in which a wife has not given 

birth to any children. 

 To have many children. 

 A response to a situation in which an existing wife/wives 

is/are deemed not to be obeying their husband.  

Though customary practice dictates that a husband must inform 

his existing wife/wives in advance to introducing a new wife into 

the node, women often lack bargaining power to stop the new 

marriage from happening. 

Within a polygamous node, resources are obtained by wives 

primarily through farmland owned or rented by their husband. The 

wives and husband work the farmland, but the husband is the one 

who makes decisions about the land, labour, selling of produce 

and allocation of produce to the wives. There is minimal 

communal use of collective resources, so wives have to negotiate 

constantly for their and their children’s interests. This results in a 

specific type of competition within polygamous households, which 

is exacerbated in a context of scarce resources where the 

husbands are typically unable to provide for their wives and 

children’s economic needs.  

Although equal distribution of resources and time between wives 

is a social expectation, it was commonly believed that a woman’s 

influence within the node was likely to lead to a greater share of 

collective resources. Two particularly important factors which 

determined influence were a woman’s rank (based on the order of 

marriage) and her favour with the husband. While a wife’s rank is 

static, the role of the favourite is fluid and constantly open to shifts 

based on the husband’s current feelings and preferences. 

Obedience is considered to be one of the most fundamental 

qualities of a wife in Sierra Leone, meaning that all negotiation for 

resources must be achieved without it being perceived as 

insubordination. The competition for a husband’s favour leads in 

many cases to a high level of mistrust between wives. 

The conclusions of the research highlight specific ways to invest 

in robust gender, power and vulnerability analysis; ensure that 

programming responds to power imbalance; target programme 

participants appropriately; and tailor monitoring and evaluation 

tools. We expect this research to be useful not only for Trócaire, 

but also for other development or aid organisations operating in 

polygamous contexts within and outside of Sierra Leone. 

Trócaire’s Polygamy Research Findings 

Fatu Bangura, research participant from Port Loko. 



Thanks to Irish Teachers! 
Trócaire extends its deepest gratitude to the Irish educators from primary 

and secondary schools as well as Maynooth University who visited Sierra 

Leone to learn more about our integrated women’s empowerment 

programming and efforts to strengthen education service delivery. 

In April the delegation visited many of our implementing partners, as well 

as community school monitoring and advocacy teams; school clubs 

organised by adolescents who use theatre as a way to raise awareness 

about violence against women and girls; and the staff and students of St. 

Joseph’s School for the Hearing Impaired, a school run by Sister Mary 

Sweeney to support deaf children in Sierra Leone. 

Since returning to Ireland, the educators have shared what they learned 

with their colleagues and students. Trócaire hopes that the visit enables 

more people to understand the importance of our work in Sierra Leone 

and inspires them to take action to address global inequality.  

Our Partners 
Action for Advocacy and Development (AAD-SL), Association for the well being of rural communities and Development  (ABC-

Development), Access to Justice and Law Centre (AJLC), Caritas Sierra Leone, Centre for Accountability and Rule of Law (CARL), 

Community Action to Restore Lives (CARL), Centre for Democracy and Human Rights (CDHR), Campaign for Good Governance 

(CGG), Cotton Tree Foundation (CTF), Develop Salone (DESAL), Green Scenery (GSSL), Justice and Peace Commission (JPC), 

Kambia District Development and Rehabilitation Organisation (KADDRO), Movement Opposed to Violence and Exclusion (MOVE 

Salone), Menna Women’s Development Associates (MEWODA), Network Movement for Justice and Development (NMJD), St. Jo-

seph’s School for the Hearing Impaired. 

Yeli, age 3, is the daughter of programme participant Yeaenor Kargbo in Kadolo.  

Contact Us 

For any questions about Trócaire 

or our programmes and work in 

Sierra Leone please call or email 

us.  

Trócaire Sierra Leone 

1
B
 Smart Farm Road, 

Off Wilkinson Road,   

Freetown, Sierra Leone  

 

Country Director 

Florie de Jager Meezenbroek 

Florie.Meezenbroek@trocaire.org 

+232 076642443 

 

Programme  Manager 

Michael Solis 

Michael.Solis@trocaire.org 

+232 076177438 
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